STUDENT PARTICIPATION AND ACTIVITIES

Bapurao Deshmukh College of Engineering Sevagram, has well equipped department of games and sport. Variety of the sport activities are organized throughout the year. During the off hours the students are practicing on the ground as well as in the department for the promotion of game and sport. The college students participating in college sport activity. The students are playing in intercollegiate university tournament at national and international level. The department having the separate ground for the practice of the game like volleyball, Badminton, cricket and indoor games. The department also organized sport for the student and faculty.

The College also providing a platform to the student to show their hidden talent in cultural activities by organizing mega cultural event like COLORS and Ganesh Festival every year. The different departmental association also organizing the cultural event during each academic year. The mega event is hosted by the departments in rotation.

Ganesh Festival & Annual Gathering COLORS-2012-13

Ganesh Festival 2012-13

Bapurao Deshmukh College of Engineering, Sevagram had celebrated Ganesh festival – 2012 from 19th Sept to 29th Sept 2012. College performed ‘Ganapati Sthapana’ on 19th September and ‘Ganapati Visarjan’ on 29th September 2012. Havanoopa and Mahaprasad were organized on 19th September 2012. Theme of the decoration was related to technological development in the rural area. During the Ganesh sthapana with aarti on 19th of Sept by the hands of Dr. S.S.Khandare (Principal) the Heads of department and all administrative staff was present during the aarti. The incharges of the event prepared the schedule for the different cultural activities, poster competitions ,Departmental aarti schedule and distributed in the respective departments. Students participated in various events like Poster and Floral competition, Indoor Games and One Minute Games competition, Orchestra, Bhajan, Inter Departmental Dance competition, Mehandi and Rangoli competition, DJ/Dandiya Night.

Prof. R.B.Salwe and Prof.R.D.Thakare were In-Charges for the event. Prof. Sureshbhau Deshmukh, Samirbhau Deshmukh (Director), Dr. S.S.Khandare (Principal), HOD of all the Departments, teaching and nonteaching staff and students attended the event. Faculty and students of all the departments took necessary effort for the success of the event. The ganpati visarjan was done on 29th Sept.2012 at the river located at Pwnar village.
Annual Gathering COLORS-2012-13

B. D. College of Engineering, Sevagram has organized Two Days Cultural Festival Colors – 2013. Dr. S.S.Khandare, Principal, BDCE has presided over the inaugural function of COLORS. Guest of Honor for the function was Dr. M. D. Choudhari, and Mrs. Priyanka S. Deshmukh.

During the COLORS 2013 event the main focus was given on the overall development of the student apart from the teaching and learning activities and organized such a event for individual development of students by creating a good learning environment and positive atmosphere for the cultural activities in the campus, to edify the student sentiment, to develop individual specialties of students, and to improve students' healthy personality. The objective of this mega cultural event COLORS-2013 was to provide a unique platform for engineering and management students to display their cultural creativity and talent. The variety of cultural event like singing, dancing, ramp show, and skit show was performed by the students.

The active participation of student council members in screening the participant in all the activities. Ms.Shraddha Galghate was the secretary of Students council. The student representatives have shared the dice and took a lot of the efforts in organizing the events and maintaining the discipline among the students. The students enjoyed a lot on both days.

Student Council Activity (2012-13)

In 2012-13 Ms.Shraddha Galghate, was the secretary of Students council, a team of the students under her leadership worked for managing the different activities in the campus. The student secretary was also involved with his team to avoid the ragging in the campus by communicating the senior student to have a friendly introduction to the newly admitted students. The members of student council also took initiative in solving the issues related to administration and also got involved in the carrier development of the student by giving the information about the interested student to the department for competitive examination, carrier guidance, and also helped the junior and needy students to improve their technical, organizational and managerial skills by organizing seminars, workshops, symposia.

Ganesh Festival 2013-14

Bapurao Deshmukh College of Engineering, Sevagram had celebrated Ganesh festival – 2013 from 9th Sept, to 18th Sept, 2013. College performed ‘ Ganapati Sthapana’ on 9th September and ‘Ganapati Visarjan’ on 18th September 2013. Havananpooja and Mahaprasad were organized on 17th September 2013. Theme of the decoration was related to social issues so as to create awareness among the students.
Students participated in various events like Poster and Floral competition, Indoor Games and One Minute Games competition, Orchestra, Bhajan, Inter Departmental Dance competition, Mehandi and Rangoli competition, DJ/Dandiya Night.

Prof. R.S. Mangrulkar, HOD of Computer Engineering Department was Coordinator and Prof. Ashish Nanotkar was Treasurer of the event.

Prof. Sureshbhau Deshmukh, Samirbhu Deshmukh (Director), Dr. M. A. Gaikwad (Principal), HOD of all the Departments, teaching and nonteaching staff and students attended the event. Faculty and students of all the departments took necessary effort for the success of the event.

Annual Gathering COLORS-2013-14

B. D. College of Engineering, Sevagram has organized Two Days Cultural Festival Colors – 2014. Dr. M. A. Gaikwad, Principal, BDCE has presided over the function. Guest of Honor for the function was Dr. M. D. Choudhari, Co-ordinator, Faculty of Engineering & Technology, RTMNU, Nagpur and Mrs. Priyanka S. Deshmukh. Prof. S. G. Makarande was the convener and Prof. P.N.Patil was event coordinator.

BDCE focus on the overall development of the student apart from the teaching and learning activities and organizes such a event for individual development of students by creating a good learning environment and positive atmosphere for the cultural activities in the campus, to edify the student sentiment, to develop individual specialities of students, and to improve students' healthy personality. The active participation of student council members in screening the participant in all the activities. Mr. Amoghanwarsh Rathod was the secretary of Students council.

The objective of this mega cultural event COLORS-2014 was to provide a unique platform for engineering and management students to display their cultural creativity and talent.
Student council activity (2013-14)

Mr. Amoghanvarsh Rathod, was the secretary of Students council during 2013-14. A team of the students under his leadership worked for managing the COLORS and fresher day for the newly admitted student to promote the cultural activities. The department wise team was formed under his leadership to avoid the ragging in the campus. The team also helped the administration in smooth conduction of student activities in the campus. The committee formed by the student council organized the program in the campus to improve the cleanliness and greenery in the campus.

Various social activities like NSS, blood donation camp were organized during the mega festival by the student council under the leadership of faculty co-ordinator.

The student secretary was also involved with his team to avoid the ragging in the campus by communicating the senior student to have a friendly introduction with the newly admitted students.

The members of student council also took initiative in solving the issues related to administration and also got involved in the carrier development of the student by giving the information about the interested student to the department for competitive examination, carrier guidance, and also helped the junior and needy students to improve their technical, organizational and managerial skills by organizing seminars, workshops, symposia. They also took active participation for smooth conduction of annual gathering COLOUR every year.
Ganesh Festival 2014-15

Bapu Rao Deshmukh College of Engineering, Sevagram had celebrated Ganesh festival – 2014 from 17th August to 28th August 2014. College performed ‘G a n a p a ti Sthapan’ on 17th August and ‘Ganapati Visarjan’ on 28th August 2014. Havan pooja and Mahaprasad were organized on 28th August 2014. Students participated in various events like Lezim Show by BDCE girls, Poster and Floral competition, Indoor Games and One Minute Games competition, Orchestra, Bhajan, Inter Departmental Dance competition, Mehendi and Rangoli competition.

Prof. N.M. Mhala, HOD of Electronics Engineering Department was Coordinator and Prof. G.N. Wazurkar was Co-Coordinator of the event.

Samirbhai Deshmukh (Director), Dr. M. A. Gaikwad (Principal), HOD of all the Departments, teaching and nonteaching staff and students attended the event. Faculty and students of all the departments took necessary effort for the success of the event.

Annual Gathering COLORS-2014-15

B. D. College of Engineering, Sevagram has organized Two Days Cultural Festival Colors – 2015. Dr. M. A. Gaikwad, Principal, BDCE has presided over the function. Guest of Honor for the function was Dr. M. D. Choudhari, Co-ordinator, Faculty of Engineering & Technology, RTMNU, Nagpur and Mrs. Priyanka S. Deshmukh. Prof. U.D. Gulhane was the convener and Prof. R.B. Salwe was event coordinator.

During the COLORS 2015 event the main focus was given on the overall development of the student apart from the teaching and learning activities. The event was organized for individual development of students by creating a good learning environment and positive atmosphere for the cultural activities in the campus, to develop individual specialties of students, and to improve students’ healthy personality. The active participation of student council members in screening the participant in all the activities. Mr. Pratik Panchbhai was the secretary of Students council.

The objective of this mega cultural event COLORS-2015 was to provide a unique platform for engineering and management students to display their cultural creativity and talent.
Student council activity (2014-15)

Mr. Pratik Panchbhai, was the secretary of Students council during 2014-15, a team of the students under his leadership worked for managing the COLORS and fresher day for the newly admitted student to promote the cultural activities. The department wise team was formed under his leadership to avoid the ragging in the campus. The team also helped the administration in smooth conduction of student activities in the campus. The committee formed by the student council organized the program in the campus to improve the cleanliness and greenery in the campus.

The social activities like blood donation camp was organized during the mega festival by the student council under the leadership of faculty co-ordinator.

The student secretary was also involved with his team to avoid the ragging in the campus by communicating the senior student to have a friendly introduction to the newly admitted students.

The members of student council also took imitative in solving the issues related to administration and also got involved in the carrier development of the student by giving the information about the interested student to the department for competitive examination, carrier guidance, and also helped the junior and needy students to improve their technical, organizational and managerial skills by organizing seminars, workshops, symposia. They also participated in smooth conduction of annual gathering COLOUR every year.

Ganesh Festival 2015-16

Bapurao Deshmukh College of Engineering, Sevagram had celebrated Ganesh festival – 2015 from 17th August to 28th August 2015. College performed ‘Ganapati Sthapana’ on 17th August and ‘Ganapati Visarjan’ on 28th August 2015. Havanpooja and Mahaprasad were organized on 17th August 2015. Students participated in various events like Lezim Show by BDCE girls, Poster and Floral competition, Indoor Games and One Minute Games competition, Orchestra, Bhajan, Inter Departmental Dance competition, Mehandi and Rangoli competition.
Dr. S.G. Makarande, HOD of Civil Engineering Department was Coordinator and Prof. P.N. Patil was Co-Coordinator of the event.

Samirbha Deshmukh (Director), Dr. M. A. Gaikwad (Principal), HOD of all the Departments, teaching and nonteaching staff and students attended the event. Faculty and students of all the departments took necessary effort for the success of the event.

Annual Gathering COLORS-2015-16

B. D. College of Engineering, Sevagram has organized Two Days Cultural Festival Colors – 2016 on 27th – 28th February 2016. Mr. Vaibhav Navadkar, Residential Deputy Collector of Wardha was Chief Guest of the function. Dr. M. A. Gaikwad, Principal, BDCE has presided over the function. Guest of Honor for the function was Dr. M. D. Choudhari, Co-ordinator, Faculty of Engineering & Technology, RTMNU, Nagpur and Mrs. Priyanka S. Deshmukh. Prof. S. N. Dagadkar (HOD, Dept. of Information Technology) was the convener, Dr. R. O. Panchariya (HOD, Dept. of Management Technology) was the Co-convener and Prof. R. B. Gajbhiye was event coordinator.

BDCE focus on the overall development of the student through cultural activities by their active participation apart from the teaching and learning. The objective of this mega cultural event COLORS-2016 was to provide a unique platform for engineering and management students to present their cultural creativity and talent by participating in the event like Dancing, Singing Rampwalk, Skit etc.
**Student council activity (2015-16)**

In session 2015-16, the secretary of Students council formed a team of the students under his leadership worked for managing the COLORS and fresher day for the newly admitted student to promote the cultural activities. The department wise team was formed under his leadership to avoid the ragging in the campus. The posters were displayed in the campus by the members of the committee. The committee constituted by secretary also helped the administration in smooth conduction of student activities in the campus. The committee formed by the student council organized the program in the campus to improve the cleanliness and greenery in the campus.

The social activity like blood donation camp was organized during the mega festival by the student council under the leadership of faculty co-ordinator.

They also communicated about the interested students to the department for competitive examination, carrier guidance, and also helped the junior and needy students to improve their technical, organizational and managerial skills by organizing seminars, workshops, symposia. They also participated in smooth conduction of annual gathering COLOUR every year.
Ganesh Festival 2016-17

Bapurao Deshmukh College of Engineering, Sevagram had celebrated Ganesh festival – 2016 from 5th Sept to 16th Sept 2016. College performed ‘Ganapati Sthapana’ on 5th Sept and ‘Ganapati Visarjan’ on 16th Sept 2016. Havan pooja and Mahaprasad were organized on 16th Sept 2016. Students participated in various events like Lezim Show by BDCE girls, Poster and Floral competition, Indoor Games and One Minute Games competition, Orchestra, Bhajan, Inter Departmental Dance competition, Mehendi and Rangoli competition.

Prof. U.D. Gulhane, was Coordinator and Prof. M.S. Jibkhate was Co-Coordinator of the event.

Samirbhai Deshmukh (Director), Dr. M. A. Gaikwad (Principal), HOD of all the Departments, teaching and nonteaching staff and students attended the event. Faculty and students of all the departments took necessary effort for the success of the event. The schedule was planned for the various events by the convener and Ganesh arti in morning and evening for the department.
Annual Gathering COLORS-2016-17

B. D. College of Engineering, Sevagram has organized Two Days Cultural Festival Colors – 2017 on 1st & 2nd March 2017 hosted by the department of Computer Engineering. Dr. M. A. Gaikwad, Principal, BDCE has presided over the function. Guest of Honor for the function is Dr. M. D. Choudhari, Co-ordinator, Faculty of Engineering & Technology, RTMNU, Nagpur and Mrs. Priyanka S. Deshmukh. Prof. S. N. Dagadkar was the convener, Ms. Mrudula Nimbarte was the event coordinator.

Variety of cultural events was organized during the gathering like Dancing, skit, Singing, Group dance etc. to explore the hidden talent of the Student.

Student council activity (2016-17)

In session 2016-17, the secretary of Students council formed a team of the students under his leadership worked for managing the COLORS and fresher day for the newly admitted student to promote the cultural activities. The department wise team was formed under his leadership to avoid the ragging in the campus. The posters were displayed in the campus by the members of the committee. The committee constituted by secretary also helped the administration in smooth conduction of student activities in the campus. The committee formed by the student council organized the program in the campus to improve the cleanliness and greenery in the campus. The social activity like blood donation camp was organized during the mega festival by the student council under the leadership of faculty co-ordinator. The interested students for competitive examination, carrier guidance were promoted by the committee members for their development to the department. They also helped the junior and needy students to improve their technical, organizational and managerial skills by organizing seminars, workshops, symposia. They also participated in smooth conduction of annual gathering COLOUR every year.